One of the most common types of failures in induction motors with squirrel cage rotor is examined in this paper. Generally, such failure is characterized by: broken rotor bars and short circuit in the inter-turn winding. The broken rotor bars failure was simulated with two consecutive broken bars in order to see how the magnetic flux density within be affected. The inter-turn short circuit was simulated with 40% reduction of winding coil in an inter-turn short circuit for one of the phases. In both cases the simulation was performed with the finite element software FEMM © , which helped in obtaining the waveform of the flux density in the motor airgap and the magnetic core. The result obtained allows clear identification of the type of failures that occurs depending of type that will present in the simulation.
Introduction
Motors are commonly used in a variety of industrial applications, and some induction motors are key devices in assuring the continuity of processes and the production chains of many industries. However, the failure in electrical motors may be attributed to three main reasons, which cause the most common failures.
Studies carried out by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) and the General Electric has shown the causes of failures in induction motors [1] . The most common failures in AC motors were found to be related to the bearing (41%): this kind of failures are easily identifiable due to an overwhelming fingerprint: the noise when these failures occur. The second most common failure (37%) in motors occurs in the stator, this failure is quite more difficult to identify because it takes place inside the winding. Finally, the third most common failure in AC motors (10%) is the breakage of the rotor bars. This kind of failure is quite difficult to identify in comparison to stator failure, not only because special detection equipment is required but because the motor has to be switched out of line so that the corresponding tests can be performed.
All these failures have been widely studied and several methods have been developed in order to improve detection techniques [2] , [3] . In this work we propose a hybrid technique of using finite element simulation and computational algorithms to model, process, and analyze electrical signals related to failures of intern-turn short circuit in the winding and the rotor broken bars. The obtained results form a set of characteristics that later allow performing reliable detection, diagnosis, and discrimination between these two kind of failures.
Theoretical Background

Stator Winding Failure
If a short circuit occurs in the turns of the winding a new path for current circulation is formed. This new path causes a decrease in the coil impedance of the winding due to the reduction of the coil turns (i.e. turns that were in series are now connected in parallel). The main consequence of this kind of failure is the increment of the total current flowing through the shorted circuit winding. This additional current causes a temperature increase and then progressive failure of machine insulation.
Many works that can be found in the literature approach the problem in terms of analysis of airgap and axial flux signals in order to detect shorted turns in the winding: the mathematical formulations can be found in references [4] , [5] . Previous works have demonstrated that the following equation gives the components in the air gap flux waveform as a function of shorted inter-turns.
where fst is the spectral component indicating turn-to-turn faults, fsf is the supply frequency, n = 1, 2, 3, ..., k = 1, 3, 5,..., p is the number of pole pairs and s is the slip. Due to the presence of voltage unbalances and other asymmetries, only frequencies corresponding to specific combinations of k and n in (1) can be used for short-circuit-fault diagnosis, where the standard method is to perform frequency analysis using Fourier transforms.
Inter-turn short circuits have a cumulative effect in decreasing MMF in the vicinity of short-circuited turns. First, when a short circuit occurs, the damage phase winding as less turns and therefore less MMF. Secondly, the short-circuited turns create their own MMF but in opposition of phase with that of the injured phase [6] .
Rotor Bar Failure
Previous works have demonstrated that broken bars can be a serious problem with certain induction motors because of their arduous duty cycles [7] . Although broken rotor bars do not initially cause a motor failure there can be serious secondary effects. This can cause serious mechanical damage to the insulation and consequently winding failures may follow, resulting in costly repair and production loses.
Many works previously developed to analyze the theoretical performance of three-phase induction motors with broken rotor bars based on their analysis on the symmetric magnetic field supply by the stator [8] , [9] . The rotor current in a cage winding produce an effective three-phase magnetic field rotating at slip frequency (f2) with respect to the rotating rotor. When the cage winding is symmetrical, there is only a forward rotating field at slip frequency with respect to the rotor. The occurrence of a rotor asymmetry will result in a backward rotating field at slip frequency with respect to the forward rotating rotor. The overall effect resulting from the procedure is the induction of an EMF and current in the stator winding at frequency:
where FBB is the slip frequency sideband with respect to the rotor, f1 is the supply frequency (Hz), s is per unit slip and k = 1, 3, 5. This is referred to as a twice slip frequency sideband due to the broken rotor bars. Therefore, a cyclic variation of the current causes a torque pulsation at twice the slip frequency (2sf1) and the corresponding speed oscillation that is also a function of the drive inertia. This speed oscillation can reduce the magnitude of the f1(1-2s) sideband but an upper sideband current component at f1(1+2s) is induced in the stator winding due to rotor oscillation [9] . This upper sideband is also enhanced by the third harmonic flux.
Simulation and Tests
Finite Element Analysis (FEA)
Computer simulation using machine models facilitates the study of short-circuit faults in electrical machines. It provides an inexpensive and convenient method for initial development and testing of a fault-diagnosis algorithm. Machine models offer the additional flexibility of simulating different machines by changing the parameters of the model.
The physical systems are frequently represented by the partial differential equations (PDE) systems associated to boundary conditions in space and time. FEM allows a discrete representation of these nonlinear equations converting them into an algebraic equations system. If the magnetic field is time-varying, eddy currents can be induced in materials with non-zero conductivity. Therefore, the time-varying field equation can be used for modeling the induction machine, which has eddy current. The Maxwell flux equation for time-harmonic magnetic problems is given below:
where
A(Wb/m) is the magnetic vector potential, J(A/m 2 ) is the total current density vector, μ(H/m) is the magnetic permeability and σ(S/m) is the electric conductivity.
The numerical simulations of the induction motor were performed by finite elements in order to obtain graphical representations of the magnetic and electric fields distributions. This kind of simulations also allows in knowing the electric and magnetic field values precisely in each section of the motor so that qualitative and quantitative comparisons between failure and non-failure conditions can be carried out. The electrical machine analyzed is an induction motor with squirrel cage rotor whose characteristics are shown in Table 1 . In order to simulate the winding's section, 3 electric circuits were created; each circuit corresponds to a phase of the motor supply. In each of these circuits a current (i.e. 1.5 A.) and phases (i.e. 0º, 120º, -120º) of corresponding current of an electric system in a polar configuration were implemented. In the simulation, the motor winding was connected in double star in order to obtain a connection to 220V. A general drawing of the motor was done taking into consideration a general winding distribution and the real dimensions of the rotor bars.
Comparative results of motor performance three representative simulations were performed. The first one refers to a motor without failure; the second one represents a motor with broken rotor bars; and the third simulation represents a motor with 40% short circuit inter-turn in one phase one of the winding.
Simulation of a Normal Motor
The simulation of the motor without failure was developed according to the general specifications for the motor and the materials mentioned above. The results obtained from the simulation for the flux density and the flux lines inside stator core are shown in Fig. 1 . The magnetic poles as well as the uniform magnetic flux density around the motor are clearly seen and distortion of flux in the air gap remains unseen and the stator is observed (see Fig. 1(a) ).
The analysis of the magnetic flux in the air gap between rotor and stator could be made considering performance of the magnetic field in the middle. The magnetic field distribution in the air gap can be observed in Fig. 1(b) , this distribution is uniform throughout the section analyzed, the distortion observed is due to de harmonic performance of the magnetic flux in the airgap between the rotor and the stator. Magnetic field distribution in the airgap.
Simulation of Motor with Inter-Turn Short Circuited
In order to simulate the failure in the inter-turn, one group of the winding was decreased by 40% for one phase. The results obtained for the inter-turn failure simulation for the phase A are shown in Fig. 2 . In similar fashion as the previous case, the regions where the failure is induced have been marked with circles; the slots enclosed within the circles are the failure zone for the phase A with a 40% turn reduction in the winding. The flux density distribution in the core can be observed with the graphical distribution along the airgap in the failure zone.
The magnetic flux distribution along the airgap is affected by the inter-turn reduction in the winding, as it is observed in Fig. 4(b) . The current density variation induced in the rotor causes a notorious imbalance due to the fault. As a consequence a low magnetic flux density is generated and less current is induced in the fault zone of the rotor.
purposes. The materials and motor specifications were the same as those mentioned above. The results obtained are shown in Fig. 3 , the location where the failure is being induced has been marked with the circle (see Fig. 3(a) ). The lines of magnetic field distribution in the airgap present a distortion due to the broken bars and leads to an increase in magnetic flux within the failure zone; this distortion was highlighted in Fig. 3(b) . 
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The circulating current was measured in the motor in good condition and failure, performing a frequency analysis with FFT finding variations on the 3rd, 5th and 7th harmonic. The Fig. 4 shows the results obtained for a) Motor in good condition and b) motor whit inter-turn failure on the winding. Similar performance was obtained for a motor with broken bars.
Conclusion
There have been simulating the most common types of failures that occur in the induction motors and clearly identified the occurrence of distortions in the measured flow in the air gap, this can be used to simulate the behavior of the electrical motors in performance test and failure analysis.
The distortion introduced in the air gap magnetic flux can be detected analyzing on frequency the motor current, where they will have variations in the harmonic distortion of the current flowing through the stator. This can be implemented by a data acquisition system in real time being able to anticipate catastrophic machine failure.
